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As we enter shorter, darker, and colder days it is even more important to take care 

of our bodies physically, mentally, and spiritually/energetically. I recently saw a post 

mentioning that there really is no flu “season”, but that we simply don’t care for 

ourselves like we should be…I love it! Last issue I gave you the tool of how to do self-

abhyanga, which is extremely nurturing this time of year. This issue I will give you, 

perhaps, a new way of looking at your life, thoughts, and activities.   

 

It is a simple law in physics: like attracts like. This principle is one of the foundation in 

Ayurvedic medicine and the ancient science of yoga. We all are a certain 

combination of doshas - think body/mind types: ptta, vata, and kapha. Though some 

like to identify with these, they are really our tendencies toward imbalance.   

 

It is as simple as this: Quite often we are most attracted to what creates more 

dysfunction than that which creates balance. For example, someone who is ‘pitta’ 

and go-go-go might be attracted to activities that are fast paced, or competitive. This 

can create more imbalance - even though they may feel great afterward. Similarly, 

someone who wants to chill most of the time is going to benefit more from the 

opposite - high activity. An individual who is primarily vata may really enjoy aerial 

activities, but this may lead to more dysfunction. There are also foods that can affect 

the doshic imbalances.  For example; spicy foods can aggravate pitta but maybe 

balance kapha, cold foods and salads can aggravate vata but may balance pitta, and 

heavy oily foods can aggravate kapha but may benefit vata.  Within our yoga 

practice there are certain posture which effect each of the doshas, which is why a 

personalized practice is so important, and will create more balance than any group 

class. 

 

As we enter this time of year it can be beneficial to identify your dosha (you can find 

an Ayurvedic practitioner near you or I can help you) and re-evaluate your habits, 

patterns, and activities so that you can stay more in balance, which will allow you to 

be healthier and happier through the holidays, stress, and the “flu season”. 

 

Some questions to reflect on: Is the practice/activity/thing that makes me feel the 

best the best practice for me? Will this create more balance in my body right now? 



Or will this give energy to that which is already out of balance? Will this food I am 

about to eat create balance and nurture my body?  Or will this food add to my 

tendency toward imbalance? Am I grounded, respond when in conflict rather than 

react, not rushed, content, calm, not argumentative, not prone to irritation or 

frustration, full of balanced energy rather than highs and lows, experiencing no pain, 

or experiencing no digestive dysfunction like bloating, gas, bowel issues? If the 

answer is no to any part, then perhaps something in your routine is feeding your 

tendency toward imbalance rather than balance. 

 

One simple contemplative question to leave you with: Does this bring balance, or 

imbalance? 


